
Kindthread is a modern, digitally-forward, customer-obsessed organization,  
dedicated to serving healthcare professionals while driving positive community impact. 

kindthread.comKindthread weaves us all together.

Community Focused 
Our values of Integrity, Individuality, Curiosity, 
Empathy and Utility guide our philosophy on how 
we serve our healthcare professionals, business 
partners, our communities and each other.

Purpose Driven 
Through advocacy, awareness and action, we  
are focused on the mental health and well being 
of healthcare professionals worldwide. 

Category Defining 
We believe in creating distinct value to the 
portfolio by providing unique products, services 
and experiences to our partners and uniting 
around our progressive approach to the industry. 

In-house talent driving industry transformation  

David Murphy 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

David is fulfilling his long-held desire to build 
an organization with integrity and service at its 
core. Together with the leadership team, David 
is dedicated to serving and transforming the 
healthcare apparel industry while driving  
positive community impact.

Sallian Song 
CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER

Salli’s extensive experience and accomplishments 
within healthcare apparel have made her a 
well-respected leader in the industry, known for 
creating exciting, top-quality, and commercially 
successful product collections globally.

For work. For life. Since 1938.
American heritage brand and  
global supplier of uniforms made 
from the highest quality fabrics.

Hailed as an iconic brand in the 
uniform industry, the White Cross 
story is rich in history and heritage 
spanning three generations.

Chefwear was founded over  
30 years ago by a celebrated  
chef and entrepreneur.

For over 20 years, Scrubs & Beyond 
has offered fashion-forward products 
and outstanding customer service. 

Company overview

4 Brands    114 Stores    900 Employees    +3M Consumer Reach    26 Countries

A global collection of trusted brands and highly coveted products 

The new standard for Healthcare and Occupational apparel

BALANCED  
PORTFOLIO 

Coveted brands &  
 Experiences

FINANCIAL  
STRENGTH 

Aggressive &  
profitable growth

HIGH-PERFORMING  
TEAM 

Driving industry  
transformation

FIRST TRULY GLOBAL  
OMNI CHANNEL 

For the Healthcare &  
 Occupational

MODERN  
STORYTELLING 

Redefining the  
narrative

SOCIALLY  
CONSCIOUS 

With a softer 
sustainable footprint


